Movement-related phasic muscle activation. II. Generation and functional role of the triphasic pattern.
1. Electromyographic (EMG) activity of arm movements made at constant velocity was studied in humans. In these movements, acceleration was temporally separated from deceleration by a period of constant velocity (zero acceleration) lasting up to 600 ms. 2. Agonist (AG1) and antagonist (ANT1) bursts were associated with acceleration. AG1 began before acceleration onset. ANT1 started after the onset of AG1 and was often partially coextensive with AG1. The initial phasic activity was followed by tonic EMG activity during the constant-velocity phase of the movements. Movement deceleration was associated with an antagonist burst (ANT2) and an agonist (AG2) burst. 3. Subjects could alter the magnitudes of the acceleration- and deceleration-related activities independently, with resulting independent changes in the movement acceleration and deceleration. 4. When the duration of the constant-velocity phase was decreased, the agonist/antagonist burst pairs occurred progressively closer in time. When movement duration was decreased to the point at which the velocity profile resembled that of step-tracking movements, the four periods of phasic EMG activity formed the classic triphasic pattern. 5. Triphasic EMG patterns were occasionally seen at the beginning or end of long-duration, constant-velocity movements. When they occurred, these triphasic patterns were associated with an acceleration/deceleration pattern similar to that seen in step-tracking movements. 6. The data indicate that paired agonist/antagonist activation is the basic unit of movement control. The AG1/ANT1 burst pair determines the increase and decrease of acceleration, respectively, and the ANT2/AG2 burst pair the increase and decrease of deceleration. These muscle activation pairs can be combined as needed to produce movements having different temporal characteristics.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)